DECISION OF THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS

Decision Number: 2005-040

Subject: The Board of Commissioners decision to delegate accreditation of national and international media to the Press Union of Liberia (PUL) and the Public Information Unit of the United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL)

Reference: Memorandum Number -40

Time and date of meeting: 10:00 A.M. 9 September 2005

Meeting Number: Number -40

Commissioners Present: Chairman Johnson -Morris
Co-Chairman Fromayan
Commissioner Brownell
Commissioner Chelley
Commissioner Boyenneh
Commissioner Sackor
Commissioner Weedor

The Board of Commissioners decided:
The Board of Commissioners of the National Elections Commission of Liberia unanimously endorsed and approved the decision to delegate the accreditation of national and international media to the Press Union of Liberia (PUL) and the Public Information Unit of the United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL).

Commissioners in Support of the Decision:

1. Chairman Johnson-Morris
2. Co-Chairman Fromayan
3. Commissioner Brownell
4. Chelley
5. Sackor
6. Boyenneh
7. Weedor

Commissioners Opposed to the Decision:

-